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There is no question that our world is filled with evil, corrupted souls from child molesters to

mass murderers, people who claim that the devil told them to do thus.Secular skeptics and

moral relativists disregard any notion that these claims may have tangible validity to them, that

we humans are the ones who create all evil in the world, but they are wrong.Demons are real.

They exist. And they want nothing more than to corrupt and destroy humanity.When God cast

out the traitorous angels from heaven, they became the servants of Satan. Demons enter our

lives with the sole intention of wreaking destruction, mayhem, and chaos.But all hope is not

lost.Inside Demons Facts and True Stories, you can find the knowledge you need to protect

yourself, to be vigilant to the dangers that herald the presence of these fallen angels. You can

learn to hold them at bay, and even to banish them back to the dark abyss from whence they

came.The answers await inside.

From Publishers WeeklyOn July 9, 2001, the hot exhaust of a state vehicle on fire patrol ignited

the major Libby South Fire in the North Cascades Range in central Washington State. When a

smaller blaze broke out later that evening some miles to the north in the narrow Chewuch River

canyon near the Canadian border, resources were already stretched, and only a small, rookie-

laden crew was deployed. This Thirtymile Fire should have been a simple operation, but

instead it blew up into a towering inferno of double fire-plumes spinning tornado-like in

opposite directions, scorching 9,324 wildland acres. In two weeks, 1,000 firefighters and

dozens of helicopters, bulldozers and other heavy equipment were deployed, costing $4.5

million and the lives of four fire fighters. A controversial official investigation claimed that the

firefighters defied authority and bore responsibility for their own deaths. Maclean (Fire and

Ashes) interviewed families, survivors, investigators and fire experts, and the result is an

evenhanded, lucid re-creation of catastrophe and its aftermath. The author gives a human face

to national headlines, capturing the dignity and sense of mission of the lost firefighters, such as

Karen FitzPatrick, age 18, a born-again Christian who sought, through firefighting, to "resolve

the ageless conflict between the desires of the spirit and those of the flesh." (June 1) Copyright

© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From BooklistMaclean follows up Fire

on the Mountain (1999)and Fire and Ashes (2003)with another gripping account of natural

disaster. The "Thirtymile Fire" snuck up on firefighters who were cleaning up after an earlier

blaze in Washington State, near the Canadian border. Sparked by an untended campfire, the

fire (which was named for is closest geographical landmark, Thirtymile Peak) didn't appear to

be much of a threat. But fire is unpredictable, and soon firefighters were in the midst of a raging

and deadly inferno. Maclean takes us inside the fire and puts us beside the men and women

trying to tame it. Ultimately, it's a tragic story--some members of the firefighting crew died--but

it's also an exciting and educational one. Maclean teaches us plenty about how forest fires

behave and about the people who risk their lives to fight them. We come away from the book

with a better understanding of the intricate relationship between humans and nature.

Recommend this exciting account to readers familiar with Maclean's previous books or those of

Stephen J. Pyne and Norman Maclean, the author's father. David PittCopyright © American

Library Association. All rights reserved --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Chapter One You won’t find



any white collars here.Don’t come looking for easy cash.We fight the fires in your lost

canyons,Faces stained by sweat and ash. ––from Storm King Angels by Chip Kiger As Kathie

FitzPatrick struggled to bring a bickering home buyer and seller to terms, she stole a glance at

her watch. It was almost 5:30 pm, and once again her workday had stretched into evening.

Kathie had snatched a personal moment a few hours earlier to place a cell phone call to her

eighteen-year-old daughter Karen, who had just become a wildland firefighter for the Forest

Service, much against her mother’s wishes. Karen had left the night before for the first big fire

of her career, in the North Cascades Range in central Washington, about two hundred miles

north of the FitzPatrick home in the Yakima Valley. The phone had failed to make a connection,

a regular occurrence since Karen had graduated from high school the previous month, in early

June, and headed for the backcountry and out of cell phone range. Kathie would try again later

in the evening, when Karen might be settled in a fire camp. Kathie put in long hours as a

real estate agent, was mother to three grown-up daughters, and in what time remained led a

Christian ministry to juvenile delinquents, called the Young Lions Youth Ministry Program. The

social fault line for the Yakima Valley, the heart of Washington’s bountiful fruit and hops

industry, runs between orchard owners and their middle-class allies, and an underclass of low-

paid migrant fruit pickers. The resulting high crime rate brought Kathie plenty of prospects to

evangelize at the Yakima County juvenile detention facility. Still, family was the first priority.

Her youngest daughter, Karen Lee FitzPatrick, had been a tomboy until her midteens, a lanky,

lantern-jawed girl with a handshake like a vise clamp. With the coming of adolescence, though,

Karen had blossomed into a real dish, ladylike and elegant. What in the world had possessed

the girl to become a firefighter? Kathie wondered. Firefighting was dirty, physically demanding,

and dangerous, no occupation for a lady. The callout for Karen and her Naches Ranger

District fire crew, based near Yakima, had come just after midnight. They initially were assigned

to the Libby South Fire, the first big blaze of the season in the North Cascades. Libby South

had grown into a “major rager,” likely to destroy a lot of homes and other property if not stopped

or turned. That effort would take many hundreds of firefighters, as well as aircraft, bulldozers,

and other heavy equipment. Ironically, the fire had been started a day earlier, on Monday, July

9, 2001, by the hot exhaust of a state vehicle on fire patrol. Confined within a narrow canyon,

the flames had made a series of wind-driven runs that first afternoon, lofting from the crown of

one tree to another in what became a sweeping blanket of fire. Conditions had become so

extreme that smoke jumpers, the airborne troops of firefighting and the first to fight the blaze,

had pulled back from their lines in late afternoon. Thankfully, no one had been injured.

Weather conditions for the area for the next day, Tuesday, July 10, were a repeat of the first

day: temperatures rose into the hundreds in hot spots, and the humidity dropped toward single

digits nearly everywhere, on top of three straight years of drought. Gary Bennett, a fire

meteorologist assigned to the Libby South Fire, awakened that morning with an ominous

feeling that something could go seriously wrong. He had opened his morning briefing at fire

camp by warning, “Today will be a carbon copy of yesterday,” by which he meant that

firefighters should be alert for another wind-driven blowup. Nobody missed the message.

The dramatic fire runs the previous day had galvanized attention across the region. New blazes

were sure to break out as well, and with the Libby South Fire grabbing attention and resources,

the little fires could cause trouble if not dealt with quickly. Indeed, a new smoke had been

spotted the previous evening, Monday, July 9, not many miles to the north in the narrow

Chewuch River canyon near the Canadian border. Named the Thirtymile Fire, the newcomer

amounted to no more than a single thread of smoke when first observed. If it ever got going,

though, it could burn out the canyon and rampage on into Canada. A local engine crew,



dispatched within minutes, had driven into the canyon in the dark and found a handful of

glowing spot fires spread over five or six acres along the Chewuch River, which is big enough

to hold salmon. The Thirtymile Fire should have been a mop-up operation, swiftly

extinguished after being spotted early. But the fire was an elusive trickster, a grab bag of quirky

moves and false signals that masked a lethal potential. Lone trees torched up or “candled”

seemingly without an ignition source. Flames in the dense underbrush sent aloft streamers of

embers, as though someone was shooting off fireworks left over from the Fourth of July. The

glossy, fireproof look of the riverine vegetation was deceiving: the odd ember found a cozy nest

in dry duff, incubated, and in time emerged as yet another darting flame or flaring tree. The

firefighters, though, had a major advantage: the Chewuch River ran right through the fire

scene, providing an unlimited supply of water. During the night of Tuesday, July 10, FitzPatrick

and the rest of her twenty-person crew, named the Northwest Regulars, were rerouted from the

bigger Libby South Fire to deal with the smaller Thirtymile Fire. But when the Northwest

Regulars reached the fire after dawn on the tenth, they encountered one problem after another

simply in getting water out of the river and onto the flames: their two water pumps proved balky,

and a helicopter with a water bucket wasn’t dispatched to the scene in timely fashion. By

midafternoon the Thirtymile Fire had grown beyond anything the Northwest Regulars—or

anyone else—could control. With waves of embers crossing firelines, the whole crew sensibly

pulled back to a place of safety. There, they ate lunch, napped, took out cameras, and

remarked upon the ferocity of the flames only yards away. Then almost inexplicably, with

little or no discussion, the Northwest Regulars rose from their resting places and resumed

fighting the fire, even as it grew in ferocity. What happened after that is the story of how a no-

account wildfire in a remote corner of the Northwest cut off and trapped a group of firefighters,

who were joined by two civilians who came out of nowhere. The fire gave everyone time to

prepare, though the time was wasted. And then it rose in fury, took an unexpected twist, and

swept to its horrific climax. The North Cascades Range, a world away from the damp coastal

forest on the Pacific side of the mountains, is a rugged place to fight fires even during a quiet

fire season. The knife-sharp ridges and steep-sided, narrow canyons, formed by a chaotic

mixture of geologic events, are best visualized as gigantic ice trays, which filled with glaciers

during the last Ice Age. As the glaciers began to melt roughly fifteen thousand years ago, they

exposed a mosaic of geologic history that ranged from the docking of “minicontinents” with the

North American continent, to volcanic eruptions, to scars from the ineluctable grinding of the

ice pack. The North Cascades Range generally runs north-south but has so many unexpected

twists, turns, doglegs, and dead ends, thanks to its varied geologic history, that it creates a

jigsaw puzzle of baffling solution for earth scientists. Clouds moving in from the Pacific

Coast are blocked by the North Cascades and drop much of their moisture in the form of rain

and snow before they clear the mountains’ crest. The lack of moisture east of the crest line

does not necessarily translate into a high number of fires. On the contrary, under normal

circumstances there are few fires in this region because the mountains also block the lightning

storms that are the most common cause of ignition for wildland fire. But because the area is

dry and the terrain rugged, fires that do start can become intense and difficult to manage in a

hurry. The fire staff for the Okanogan-Wenatchee National Forest, where both the Libby South

and Thirtymile fires were located, was used mainly for initial attack on fires near roads; if those

blazes escaped control, teams of firefighters would be called in to fight them and the local units

would return to initial attack duty. If fires broke out in the backcountry, smoke jumpers or

firefighters in helicopters could be dispatched, arriving by air in minutes over distances that

would take hand crews many hours or even days to cover. The Libby South Fire never gave



the forest’s initial attack crews a chance. Flames in the first hours were so blustery that smoke

jumpers were immediately dispatched from the North Cascades Smokejumper Base nearby at

Winthrop, only twenty miles away. As the jumpers stood in the open door of their airplane at

1,500 feet above the ground, ready to leap out, they were swept by waves of heat. They

parachuted in and set to work. Over the next twenty-four hours, as the fire spread to 1,200

acres and threatened fifty homes, more resources were pulled in from across the Northwest.

Eventually, over four hundred firefighters arrived. Forty engines rushed to the area to support

hand crews and defend homes. A half-dozen airplanes and helicopters, carrying loads of water

and fire retardant, buzzed overhead; the steep terrain, though, offered few targets for effective

drops. ... --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the

AuthorJohn N. Maclean’sFire on the Mountain was the MPBA best nonfiction title of 1999. A

newspaper reporter and longtime student of wildfire, he assisted in the posthumous publication

of his father, Norman Maclean’s, Young Men and Fire. He divides his time between

Washington, D.C., and Montana. Fire and Ashes (0-8050-7591-7) was selected as a Chicago

Tribune Best Book of 2003. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.Review"* "Pitilessly compelling, the sort of saga devoured in one horrified sitting." -

National Geographic Adventure * "An evenhanded, lucid re-creation of catastrophe and its

aftermath. The author gives a human face to national headlines, capturing the dignity and

sense of mission of the lost fire fighters." - Publishers Weekly." --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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Demons: Facts & True StoriesSteven McMurphy©2015 Steven McMurphyTable of

ContentsIntroductionDemons, a Reality or Pure Myth?Are Demons Fallen Angels?The

Exorcism of DemonsFacts about Demons – (Demonic Possession)Christianity vs.

SatanismDefeating Demons – (Liberation from Evil)ConclusionIntroductionThis book contains

proven steps and strategies on how to discern, approach and survive a series of demonic

possession.So we’ve been brought up in a world where people are at ultimate liberty to choose

their kind of faith. While the fall of time has seen to the evolution of inexhaustible religions, it

has deemed unfortunate that Satanism has firmly comprised the list, to a point of coming close

to domination.However, thanks to Christianity, as much as Satanism will seek to prevail, there

can never be contradiction of the supernatural being, the living God. That serves as immense

consolation but does it really erase the fact that Satanism is real and that Demons and

demonic possession series are rampant? Following the Christian teaching and going back

precisely to several instances in the Bible, there is grave evidence that demons existed from

the very beginning of time. For instance you will read about this young boy who had been

possessed by demons and you wonder how in the world, an innocent kid? Following this

instance, you realize that demonic possessions or attacks are not solely as a result of having

willingly chosen a satanic religion, far from it; demons are not just showcased through

possession as there are many other ways demons can operate. From the great Saint James,

we learn that an earthly disposition, anything that is not of God (like arrogance, boastfulness or

selfishness) is demonic. So we know that anything that betrays God and hails evil is demonic.

While this is demonism through actions, in this book we are going to consider more the

demons that are as a result of superstition and historical realities. The Demonic possession

and respective exorcism.Again there is immense narration in regard to demons and demonic

possession not to mention a lot to learn on the existence of demons. Continue reading for a

deeper insight with facts and true narrations on demons. I hope this becomes a liberating

experience and that it helps erase any misconceptions on demons that may have crossed your

path. Copyright 2015 by WEST & HARRIS PUBLISHING - All rights reserved.This document is

geared towards providing exact and reliable information in regards to the topic and issue

covered. The publication is sold with the idea that the publisher is not required to render

accounting, officially permitted, or otherwise, qualified services. If advice is necessary, legal or

professional, a practiced individual in the profession should be ordered. - From a Declaration of

Principles which was accepted and approved equally by a Committee of the American Bar

Association and a Committee of Publishers and Associations. In no way is it legal to reproduce,

duplicate, or transmit any part of this document in either electronic means or in printed format.

Recording of this publication is strictly prohibited and any storage of this document is not

allowed unless with written permission from the publisher. All rights reserved. The information

provided herein is stated to be truthful and consistent, in that any liability, in terms of inattention

or otherwise, by any usage or abuse of any policies, processes, or directions contained within

is the solitary and utter responsibility of the recipient reader. Under no circumstances will any

legal responsibility or blame be held against the publisher for any reparation, damages, or

monetary loss due to the information herein, either directly or indirectly. Respective authors

own all copyrights not held by the publisher. The information herein is offered for informational

purposes solely and is universal as so. The presentation of the information is without a contract

or any type of guarantee assurance. The trademarks that are used are without any consent,

and the publication of the trademark is without permission or backing by the trademark owner.



All trademarks and brands within this book are for clarifying purposes only and are the owned

by the owners themselves, not affiliated with this document. 
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Bobby Mitchell, “All Anyone Needs to Know in a Concise Book.. This title is written from a

Christian and Western Cultural perspective. There are three well documented real world

accounts of possession. The author walks you through what Demons are, why they exist, how

to know when they are at work, and how to avoid and overcome their deceitful purpose. Every

statement is backed up from scripture in the Bible.”

Nicholas, “Decent. I actually enjoined this.. it was a quick read, opened my kind a bit and made

me think about a few stuff..”

Lori, “Amazing. I have to say that I just picked this book to read for fun. I don't know anything

about the author much less ever recall reading anything else of his. This book was a wonderful

accident to fall upon, nit only am I a Christian, but a struggling one. My faith has been tested

many times, is being tested now, and I'm positive it will be tested till my last breath.I am

recommending this book to everyone I know. I feel revived!I am also planning on reading

through it with my fiancé, chapter by chapter, bible in hand, and discuss in depth.Wonderful

read!!!”

NotthatWeigle, “Short but very informative!. This is to me a question answer type book, and a

very well written and researched one...the only disappointment I've had is that it was a less

than 100 page book. Could've been expanded and lengthened which I believe would have

been wonderful and not at all watered down the content.”

Kimberly's Phone, “Interestingly chilling with quite a bit of explanatory factors to .... Interestingly

chilling with quite a bit of explanatory factors to back up credibility. I found myself rereading and

pondering parts of the book due to related experiences of my own. A must read, just be sure to

keep a light lit.”

Kevin A. Harris, “I made the mistake of reading this at night. .... I made the mistake of reading

this at night.If you are into thrillers, then this is the book for you. The stories are very interesting

and hard to come by.This book is definitely one to share with your friends.”

sheena murphy, “Interesting read. This book is a very interesting and straight forward read.... It

will clear up any questions you have on how God wants us to be and how evil can seep in to

our lives if we are not thoughtful in our daily lives.... Please god not the devil”
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